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PREFACE

This Technical Report was prepared by the Aircraft Division of Northrop

Corporation under Contract No. F33615-75-C-3103 for the Air Force Flight Dy-
nizmics Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Air Force Sys-

tems Coumand, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Mr. Richard J. Hirt,

AFFDL was the Air Force Program Manager. This report covers the period from

1 April 1975 to 31 March 1976.

The work described in the report was carried out by Northrop Corporation,

Aircraft Division, D. J. LeBlanc, Program Director. Principal contributors
to the Northrop activities described in this report and their areas of respon-

sibility are listed below:

Contributor Responsibility

J. Iorenzana Principal Cost Investigator

A. Kokawa Cost Analysis

T. Bettner Cost Analysis

F. Timson Cost Analysis

J. Proctor Cost Analysis

H. J. Behrens Industrial Engineering

L. Lyle Detail Engineering

M. o Ccmputer Programing

L. Bernhardt Design and Analysis

D. mc', Program Llv~ect=7
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1. 0 1NTIODUCPION

1.1 BACKGRY OND

The emerging cost consciousness within Government and Industry has

resulted in a reassesment of the state-of-the-art cost estimating methodo-

logies, particularly their applicability to new and developing technologies

such as advanced canposites. The basic problem that the Industry is con-

fronted with in developing reliable estimating techniques for new technolo-

gies is the lack of a meaningful historical cost data base. Sae sectors

within the Government and Industry believe that this problem exists even

in current established technologies such as conventional metals.

Cst has been a significant parameter in various advanced composites

R & D programs funded by the Governent. Improvements in design, manufac-

turing processes, equipment and material systems to reduce costs have been

the goal of the majority of these programs. This emphasis on cost has

accentuated Lhe need for a reliable tool that can be used by Government

and Industry for cost estimating, tradeoff analysis, allocation of research

and production funds, and pricing.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the "Advanced Coniosite Cost Estimating Manual Program," *1

Contract No. F33615-75-C-3103 was to develop a conputcrized methodology for

estimating the recurring costs associatod with the fabrication for advanced

composite parts, and to fully docunent this methodology for use by Governnment

and Industry. This program was conducted by Northrop Corporation, Aircraft

Division, fran April 1975 to 31 March 1976.
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This programn represents the initial effort towards a long-ranqe goa-l of

achieving a capability for estimating, reliably and consistently, production

costs of aircraft airframe structures. * provide a scope that was Ixfth me-zan-

ingful and achievable within the program timeframe. The current program was

limited to the fabrication of advanced composite detail parts. To achieve

the long range objective, this methodology wil~l be expanded to cover the

fabrication of metallic parts as well as the subassembly and assem-bly of cmi-

k. posite and metallic structures. The steps required in expanding this mrethodo-

logy are illustrated in Figure 1.

FIN4AL ASSEMBLY

LL COMPOSIT COMP/MET LL METALLICH ONDAPY/PRwiMA ECONDARY/PPitAPV SECONDARY/PIRIMY
TRUCTH TRUTURSTRUCTURE

ASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION: 4SSEMBLY:
COMAPOSITE-TO-COMPSE COMPOSITE/METALLIC ASSY4 METALLIC-TO-METALLICJ

COMPOSITE MTLI
QUTAIL DTI
PAR.TSPAT

IIADUSTPQIAL Et4GII4EERI t4 STA10l0 owlD

FIGURE 1. STEPS TO DEVMCP AN AIRRAE STRlUCTUIREiS COST ESTIMIItTNG MODEL
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1. 3 APPROACH

The ACC t camputerized estimting methodologiy utilizes Industrial

Eigineering Standards equations to calculate the pure labor standard hours

associated with the detail fabrication operations performed in the manufacture

of a ccmiposite part. These standard hours account only for the basic work

content of a task and do not allow for other elements which are part of fac-

tory labor as experienced in a real production enivironment, such as fatigue,

waiting time for tools and materials, attention to pers3nal needs, etc.

Figure 2 depicts the total work content of factory labor.

PERSONAL DELAYS

ELEMENTS UNAVOIDABLE DELAYS
OF

VARIANCE FATIGUE
OTHER TOTAL

WORK
FA R BASIC CONTENT

FACTORY WORKLABOR CONTENT '

STANDARDS (SETUP q RUN TIME)

FIGURE 2. E!NMS OF FACTORY LAdOR
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Developing estimates of factory lahor hours at specified units of prod-

uction is accamp].ished by the application of appropriate variance factors

and improvement murve slopes to the standards. These variance factors re-

presents allowances for these elements which must be accounted for in esti-

mating the total work content of factory labor. The procedure for applying
these variances is illustrated in Figure 3.

-MPOVEMENT CURVE SLOPE

PROJCTED FACTORY
-fLA-1jLAOR HOURS

rVo VARIN~
Z -~ FACTORY LABOR

STANDARDS q
UNIT NUMBER

FIGUE 3. ESTIMTING FALTORY 1AUWR flOjRS

Cost estimating relationships have been developed in this program toI estimate the labor hours for the recurring support labor functions, i.e.*,

engineering, quality control, tooling, manufacturing engineering, x0id

graphic services. T1otal direct labor costs are calculated by the application

ofappropriate labor rates. Production material is estimated by applying
on aroriatendfcr labor Postson Ovteriad rats eimated to thelin
unit raw material costs to the ccaputer-calculated material usage. Support

material and manufacturing alloances are estimated as fuictions of produc-

direct labor and material costs to arrive at total recurring costs.
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The Industrial Engineering Standards approach was selected over conven-

tional parametric approaches for the following reasons:

9 It estimates at the det'.i' level and therefore identifies cost signi-

ficant fabrication operat.ions.

* It is sensitive to design and manufacturilg processes making it a

useful tool for tradeoff analysis.

* It provides a higher degree of a,-.cra-y in estimates because of the

many part parameters that it relates to.

* It provides one consistent base for estimating.

* It can be expanded to cover conventional and advanced metals, assem-

bly operations, new manufacturing methods and equipment, new design

approaches and new materials.

* The computerization of all the Industrial Engineering Standard equa-

tions provides quick response time.

1.4 PROMJ IPLU4ENATION

The objective of this program was accomplished through the implementa-
tion of five (5) tasks:

Task 1 Data Research
Task 2 Development of Industrial Engineering Standard Equations

Task 3 Developeint of Support Functions Estimating Relationships

Task 4 Development of Cost Projection Factors

Task 5 Documentation

DATA RESEARCII: 'Troughout the program, pertinent data was solicited

from various Goverrment and Industry sources. "The Structural Fabrication

Guide for Advanced Composites," a program conducted by Lockheed-Georgia

Cc*pany and assisted by Crumin Aerospace Corporation, Aeronautical Research

of Princeton (ARAP), and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division of United Air-

craft Corporation providcl an insioht to the quality and quantity of data
available withir the Industry. It also providod guidelines in the identifi-

cation, definition and catergorization of the cxmposite fabrication processes.

5
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Detail drawings and actual hours data provided by Boeing Corporation, Bell

Helicopter,and McDonel]-DOuglas, St. Louis, were used in assessing and

evaluating the projection factors developed in this program. The Advanced

Comx'ite Design Guide prepared by the Los Angeles Aircraft Division of

Rockwell International Corporation was used to promote a better understanding

of the various advanced composite fabrication processes. Ccposites-related

literature provided the team with an overview of various cost estimating

techniques used within the Industry. It also provided guidelines on improve-

ment curves and variance factor developnent. Northrop's fiberglass data was

used extensively in this program. Support labor estimating relationships

and cost projection factors were developed almost entirely from this experience.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEEIMNG STANDARDS MUATIONS: Industrial Engineering Time

Standards were developed through stovatch observations of graphite and fiber-

glass fabrication at Northrop. The stopwatch t.me study technique involves the

actual time measurement of a defined task perforned by a qualified oxerator

working at a normal performance level in accordarce with a scified metliod.

This technique was first applied to advanced ccmposites in the "Advanced

Devclobricnt of Not-Critical-?2o-Flight-Safety Advanced Composite Aircraft

Structures Program" (NCTFS) Contract No. F33615-72-C-1781, conducted by

Northrop Corporation Aircraft Division. The detail procedures followed in

establishing these time standards included:

* Defining the task and its elenents

* Recording actual and lapsed times for each observation

e Rating the operator's performance level

* Adjusting recorded actual times based on operator's performance rating

• v
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,  Establishing ranges for adjusted recorded times

* Tabulating the standard times by range

This technique was used in this program to establish standards for

graphite woven material handling and layup, and for operations related to the

trim-Ling and drilling of cured composite parts.

The tabulated standards for composites were transformed to mathematical

equations -or cnputer applications. Representative graphs that correspond

to these equations were also prepared to provide the user with a visual tool

for manual application.

DEVELOPME1NT OF SUPnORT LABOR ESTIMATING REIATIONSHIPS: Cost estimating

lI relationships for support labor functions were derived frn data generated

by Northrop's fiberglass experience. These relationships define support

labor as a function of factory labor hours. The equations that express

these relationships are described in detail in this report. An option has

been provided in the computerized methodology allowing the user to enter his

own factors or relationships for support labor.

DEVEWPIENT OF VARIANCE EQUATIONS: Variance factors that are applied

to the standards in calculating factory labor hour were developed from de-

tailed analyses of Northrop's fiberglass data. Actual hours for each fab-

rication process category were plotted and curves fitted through these data

points. Three types of curve functions were investigated. These are:

arithmetic, logarithmic and hyperbolic. The "Dog-Leg" theory was also inves-

tigated. Results of this analysis are presented in detail in this report.

The user has the option of either applying these factors, or of entering his

own.

7
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1.5 SCOPE

This computerized methodology was desigped to estimate only thi recurring

costs associated with the fabrication of composite parts. Recurring costs are

those incurred by all departmental elements for their repetitive and sustain-

ing effort associated with and in support of the serial manufacture of a part.

These costs are highly sensitive to design and manufacturing processes and

provide a responsive criteria for evaluating the cost effectiveness of these

parameters. Recurring costs include Factory Fabrication Labor, support labor

functions for Engi.neering, Quality Control, Tooling, Manufacturing Engineering,

and Graphic Services ; Production and Support Material; indirect charges such

as Labor and Material Overhead and General and Administrative costs. These

elnents are illustrated in Figure 4.

F iC&RRING CXST OF
jA DANCED COMPOSITE PARTJ

ELi DRECT EDRC

LABOR OVERHEAD MTRA

MATERIAL. OVERH4EADG EN'L ,ADM IN FACTORY FABRICATION PRODUCTION

QUALITY CONTROL /SUPPORT
TOOLING
MFG ENGJ
ENGINCERING
GRAPHIC SERVICES

FIGRE 4. RECURRING COST OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE PART

Factory rabrication Labor is the direct effort required to transform

production raw material to the final advanced composite part. The factory

fabrication processes covered in this meth~dology have been grouped into four

major categories: Layup, Honeyomb Core Operation, Part Consolidation, and
Finishing. The layup program includes, in addition to the basic deposition of

8
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comp~osite material, ply handling, cutting, debulking, and draping over contoured

tools. Alumtinum honeycomb core operations includes raw stock sawing, machining,

core forming and stabilization. Part consolidation includes vacuum bagging;

autoclave, oven, and elasteme ric curing; bonding of detail parts; and splicing

of core elements. Finishing encompasses all trimning and drilling operations

perfontied on a cared part.

The mechanical assembly or consolidation of detail parts was not con-

sidered in this program.

The estimating methodology was developed from observations of arabhitse
and fiberglass operations. Provisions have been made to incorroorate C)hpr

C019posite materials when data becomes available.

[ 1.6 O1R3ANIZATION

This report is ccaiposed of three voltmus:

Volm I Advanced Canposite Cost Estimating Systemn Developiment

Volume II User's Manual

Volume III Backup Data

Volume I describes the elements of the cost estimating system. It di-

cusses the developme~nt of Stanidards Estimating Relationships (SER' s), Cost

Estimating Relationships (CER's), and Cost Projection F'actors.

Volume II describes the implementation of the ccrrputerized estimatino

system. Instructions for cempletion of the input form, program listings, and

a description of the outputs are also presented in this volume to further aid

the user in understanding the procedures to be followed ini using this systemi.

Volume III is an indexed cosnilation of all backup data used in develop-

ing this system.

QM9
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ESTIRNTfNG MIflODOGY: The computerized nethodology is ccnposed of
three routines:

three - Factory Labor Standards Estimating

i 2 - Support Function Estimating

3 - Cost Projections

These routines are described in detail in this report.

OUTPUTS: The coMputerized cost estii-ating system generates a printing

of the input data in coded form and of the calculated costs of advanced com-

posite part fabrication. These outputs may be outlined as follows:

*GENERAL

- IDENTIFICATION OF ESTIMATOR AND PART THAT IS ESTIMATED

- QUANTITY OF EACH INPUT FORM

S IAYUP

- CODED FORM OF INPUT DATA

- STANDARD SETUP AND RUNTIME HCJRS FOR DETAIL LABOR ELEME

- MATERIAL USAGE AND SCRAP

- %EIGHT AND COST OF C(tJPOSITE MATERIAL

* H(NEYCO B CORE PREPARATION

- CODED FORM OF INPUT DATA

- STANDARD SETUP AND RUNTIME HOURS FOR DETAIL LABOR ELEMENTS
- WEIGHT AND COST OF CORE MATERIAL

* PART CONSOLIDATION

- CODED FORM OF INPUT DATA

- STANDARD SETUP AND RUNTIME HOURS FOR DETAIL LABOR EEMETS

10
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FINISHING :~R Hs~

COS CUM03lTIEONST SIAEA P FE NTNME

-CUMULATIVE AVERAGE COST ESTIMATE AT SPECIFIED UNIT NUMBER

W EIGHT FSTflvATE OF NET C011OSITE AND CORE MTERIALJ

An overview of the cavputerized cost estim~ating systemi, showiing t) ej

relationships of its three parts is presexted1 in Fiqucre S.

INPUI
C OS3PAT PROJECTION . 4

ISPROIVAII FUCIO 4SIdTN INPUTIAT

*CM1WI FRIRIW POLN OO5.AA

F I G J R E 5 . C. ...T P E C O S T E S T I A T I G S S T E

ACCEM6 COVR SHFT ES 1 1AIN
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2.0 COMPUTERIZED COST FSTIMATING SYSTEM

The cotputerized cost estimating system is ccmposed of Inputs, Estinating
Methodology, and Outputs.

INIVMTS: Six (6) Input Forns have been designed for this system. ACCEM-0
gives general information about the user ard the part to be estimated. In

addition, this form serves as a checklist that the computer uses to detenine

the type and quantity of the subsequent input forms submitted by the user.

ACCEM-l (Layup) provides detail information on the part or parts layed up,
specifying the layup methods and techniques used and the type and form of

advanced ccmposite material layed up. It also provides information on sup-

ple~~-tary layup operations such as debulking and t-iruLtig as required.

AOC4E-2 (Core Operations) describes the processes perforxmad to prepare altm-Lnum
honeycanb core according to specifications. ACCEM-3 (Part Consolidation)

defines the prwesse-, performed in joining and/or curing composite and

detail parts. When co-.cuting, this form identifies the various composite

and core elements that are to be cured simultaneously. In addition, this

form covers the splicing and bonding of core. More than one curing/joining

cycle is available via this form, thereby acccimodating pre-curing and secon-

dary bonding operations. ACCEM-4 (Finishing) identifies and provides detail

information on the various trimming and drilling operations tiat are per-
formed on cured composite parts. ACCEM-5 (Cost Projection) specifies the
projection factors and rates that are used in calculating final cost estimates.

A detailed description and definition of each input element is presented

in Volume II (User's Manual) of this report.

12
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2.1 FACTORY LABOR STANDARDS ESTIMATING

The computerized system estimates the standard hours for the detail

elements of layup, core operations, part consolidation, and finishing by

solving the appropriate detail industrial Engineering Standards equations

using the information provided in the input forms. In this routine, pro-

duction material costs are also calculated, specifying total usage, and

scrap. Weight is calculated by applying the densities of the various material

material used to the net material usage (i.e., total usage minus scrap).

This section describes in detail, the fabrication processes covered
by this routine. In addition, the detail Industrial Engineering Standards

equation for each of these processes are d-scussed.

Figure 6 illustrates the factory labor standards estimating routine.

PART DESCRIPTION
(PROGRAM INPUTS)DETAIL * CONSTRUCTION

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING * MATERIAL
STANDARDS EQUATIONS ePROCESS

COMPONENT PART
STANDARDS ESTIMATE

(PROGRAM OUTPUTS)
a FACT. LABOR STDS.
o MATERIAL COST
* PART WEIGHT

FIGURE 6. FACTORY LABOR STANDARDS ESTIMATING

13
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2.1.1 IAYUP

Layup is the process of depositing advanced conrosite material on a tool

in a predetermined pattern to form a designed Fart. Layup methods and pro-

cedures vary according to part shape, size, number of plies, type of material,

etc. In addition, supplementary operations such as debulking and trimming

may be performed.

2.1.1.1 LAYLP IMETMODS

MAUAL IAYUP is the application of ccmposite tape or woven material by

hand on a template or tool. This method is nst conmNonly used because of its

applicability to any shape or contour using any ty)pe or form of cnposite

material. Industrial Engineering Standards h.ve been developed fnr the hand

layup of 3" and 12" wide unidirectional tape and woven cloth (broadgoods).

Figure 7 graphically represents the standards for tape layup. The curves

and their corresponding equations define the standard rtuntime hours to layup

one strip of tape of length "L" on a flat surface. The detail operations

covered by these equations include: unroll tape on tool, template or pre-

cming ply; smooth down; cut and peel backing paper. Setup time is 0.05 hour.

Ii
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Standards for the manual layup of woven composite material on flat sur-

faces were developed through analysis of 44" wide graphite broadgoods. How-
ever, the standard ecuations, shown in Figure 8 are applied to any width of
woven material. They define the layup hours per ply in terms of the ply area

in square inches. The activities encapassed by this equation are: unroll
woven material on layup table, flatten, scribe pattern, position straight

edge, cut pattern, move to flat layup tool, and smooth down. Setup tive is
0.05 hour.

O - H 0.000751A 0 6 29 5  (L6)

.10

Ciei
" ,05

A AREA OF PLY I SQUARE IICHES 4

FIGURE 8. STANDARD Ly)UATION FOR
iIM]', LAYUP O V MAMMKE 4TEIUAL

HAND-ASSIST IYUP uses a machine designed to assist the operator in the

placement of advanced camnpo e unidirectional tape. Northrop's hand-assist

Flintstone tape layup machine was used in the developmnt of the standards

for this layup method. Flintstone lays up 3" and 12" tape on a flat surface

only. Spacing is controlled by presetting the transverse movement according

to the width of tape used.

16
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The oporator mroves the tape laying head along the length of the illu-

minated tape lay-down area. The cutting of strips andJ removal of backing

paper are done manually. The results of the tinem studies are chtarted in

Figure 9. The standards in Figure 9 cover the follm~ing activities: Posi--

tion gantry in start position on template, lay tape by moving dispensing

hedal along track for required length of strip, cut strip and peel backing

paper. Setup tfrm for this operation is 0.10 hour, and among others, covers

such activities as mounting roll of tape on reel and threading it. through
machine.
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ALTT1X1TIC IAYUP: The CONRTAC autcmavtic tape laying machine was analyzed

in thir program. This machine is numerically controlled for orientation,

spacing and cutting. Rwioval of backing paper is done autcmtically thirough

a take-up reel. This machine has two speeds: 360 ipm and 720 ijin. The stan-

dards for CONRRN irachine layup, are shamn in Figure 10 . These equations

cover layup, cutting and renwval of backing paper. Setup time is 0.15 hour

and covers loading of tape roll and threading through machine (0. 1167 hour

per occurrence), and emptying of take-up reel at the end of each roll (0.0167
howr par occurrence).

0.0

rc a012

H 0-0051. 0716 (LI 0)

0.0970IMSE

'-09H '0,00063 L 0.4942 (L9)

0.006 0-

S0.003

0105090 10 S 180 210 240 270 300
L *LENGTH OF STRIP IN INCHES

FIGJRE 10. STIWDMX; UMTIONS FOR LN1UP

USING COWAC AL'TC41TIC TAPE IAYING MADIJ14E



2.1.1.2 DEPOSITION TECHNI(UES

The procedures followed in laying up canposite material vary according

I .to the physical characteristics of the part. The procedures covered by this

program are "ply-on-ply" and "ply-on-mylar".

PLY-O-PLY When ccposite strips are layed up directly on tape of a
previously layed up ply, the procedure is called ply-on-ply layup, as illus-

trated in Figure 11.

SECOND PLY LAYED UP DIRECTLY ON
TOP OF FIRST PLY

SFIRSTI PLY 1

;;. LAYUP TOOL

tt

FIGURE 11. PLY-aN-PLY 1AYUP
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PLY-ON-MYLAR When each ply is first layed up on an individual template,
then stacked to form the part, the procedure is called ply-on-my~lar layup.

Figure 12 illustrates this procedure.

LPLYI

PL

TEMPLATFS

FIGURE 12. PLY-ON4-MYLAR IAYUP

Standards for template handling represents the time required to

position and tape dowmn the template.

H =0.000107A 0.71(L3)

WERE:

H = Runtinre hours per template

A = Area of ply, in square inches

Total template handling time is obtained by multiplying the
results of this equation by the number of occurrences.

20



Stndrd for transferring each layed up ply from the temiplate to

H 0.00145A(Lii)

WHERE:

H = Runtime~ hours per transfer

A =Area of ply, in square inches

Total transfer tim is obtained by multiplying the results

of this equations by the ntmnber of plies layed up.

A

IA



2.1.1.3 HANDLING MET1ODS

PRE-PLIxNG when plies are layed up on a flat surface (using either ply-

on-ply or ply-on-my~lar technique) to form a stack of plies and then trans-

ferred to the iayup, tool as a group, this techniques is called preplying

(see Figure 13). Preplying is cawronly used when forming slight contours of

minimal thickness, or when tapered plies are to be layed up.

PREPLIED STACK
FORMED TO CONTOUR

PREPLIED STACK ON LAYUP TOOL
LAYED UP FLAT

(PLY-ON-PLY

PLY ON MYLAR)

FRU
FIGURE 13. PRE-PLYING

The additional time~ required to transfer each pre-plied stack to the

layup tool is calculated by the following equation:

H 0 .OO0l45AU"I±±, (L12)

WHERE:

1- = Runtime hours per transti--.

A =Area of stack, in square inches

Total transfer time is obtained by multiplying the results of

this equation by the number of preplied stacks layed up.
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D1Rrn--ON-lOL When the first ply is layed up directly on the layup,

tool and subsequent plies are layed up on the preceding ply, the procedure

is called "direct-on-tool" layup. This may be accomplished using either

ply-on-ply or ply-on-mylar deposition technique as illustrated in Figure 14.
is

SICONO PLY LAYtO LI OIftNCTIY ONPL I

It

PLY-ON-PLY PLY-ON-MYLAR

FIGURE 14. DIRECT-O-TOOL TAYUP

2.1.1.4 LAYUP COMPLEXITY

The cost estiating system contains factors and equations that quantifyI1
the layup ccmplexity of a composite part. This complexity, defined in terms

of bonds, is measured by the amount of additional effort required to form

the part to its required shape during the layup process. Bends have been

classified under two major categories: Straight Bends and Curved Bends.

Straight bends have bend lines that follow a straight line pattern. They may

be sharp (abrupt change in ply plane direction) or radial (gradual change in

ply plane direction, i.e., having a radius of curvature). In addition,

straiglit bends may be described as male (layed up on a male tool) or female

(layed up on a female tool). Curved bends have bend lines that follow a

23
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curved pattern. They cause either a shrink or stretch condition in the part

flanges. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate these different types of bends. The

hours associated with each type of bend were derived through a detailed analy-

sis of data collected fran actual observation of layup operations. When lay-

ing up on bends, extra effort is required to smooth down plies along the bend

line. The amount of extra effort required varies for each type of bend and
is generally a function of bend length and, when applicable, radius of curva-

ture and flange width. As an example, smoothing down a ply layed up on a

male tool along a straight bend simply involves the application of pressure

along the exposed bendline. For curved bends, however, pre-heating, cutting

of gores or darts and/or stretching of plies might be necessary to obtain the

desired part shape. These degrees of complexities have been quantified and

are presented in the Sumnary of Layup Standards. A more comprehensive analy-

sis of curved bends is presented in Volume III.

Ji
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.. .. .. - =BEND
- LENGTH

BENDLINE L BEND LENGTH

BEND R RADIUS OF CURVATURE

SHARP. MALE RADIAL, MALE

R RADIUS OF CURVATURE

BENDLINE

BENDLb BEND LENGTH L= BEND LENGTH

SHARP, FEMALE RADIAL, FEMALE

FIGURE 15. STRAIGHT BEqDS

R RADIUS OF CURVATURE

-Lb* BEND LENGTH BEND LENGTH

F F FLANGEWIDT

R - RADIUS OF CURVATURE

SHRINK FLANGE STRETCH FLANGE j

FIGURE 16. CURVED BENDS
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2.1.1.5 DE13ULKING

When a large numiber of plies is to be layed up, debulking is performed

after every 10 to 12 plies, or as specified. Debulking is the process of

densifying plies during layup and is usually accomnplished through the applica-

tion of vacuum pressure to a stack of plies enclosed in a vacuumn bag. The

bag used may be reusable or disposable.

The standards equations for debulking are presented in Figure 17. The

equations include the application and removal of release agent, vent ecth,
and vacum~ bag; sealing or clamping the edges; and application of vacuum.
Setup time is 0.02 hour.

0.14-
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2.1.1.6 TRTM4ING OF PRECURED LAYUP

Layed up plies are usually trimd to net size or near net size after

layup, to minimize imachining operations after cure. The standard equation

for trinmaing by hand using a sharp-edged tool is as follows.-

H 0.00011P, (USa)

WHERE:

H = R;untinie hours per part

P = Perimeter of part, in inches

F.~
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2.1.1.7 SUMMARY OF LAVUP STANDARDS
BASIC DEPOSITION

DETAIL ELEMENTS SETUP RUNTIME

CLEAN LAVUP TOOL SURFACE 0.000006A (Li)

APPLY RELEASE AGENT TO
LAYUP TOOL SURFACE 0.000009A (L2)

POSITION TEMPLATE (MYLAR) 0000A 7 0 6  (3

ON TABLE AND TAPE DOWN0.017()

PLY DEPOSITIONI
MANUAL - 3" TAPE 0.05 0.00140LO.6018  (L4)

-12" TAPE 0.05 0.001454L08 4  (L5)

-WOVEN MATERIAL 0.05 0.000751A 06 9  (L6)

HAND4SIST -3" TAPE 0.10 0.000368L0.8446  (07)

-12" TAPE 0.10 0.001585L 05 8  (L8)

CONRAC AUTO. (720 IPM) 0.15 0.00063L 04 4  (L0)

t.(360 1PM) 0.15 0.00058L 05 1  (Llb)

TRANSFER PLY FROM TEMPLATE .015' 6 1 (L)

TRANSFER STACK TO LAVUP TOOL 0.000145A06 1  (L02)

CLEAN CURING TOOL SURFACE 0.000006A (013)

APPLY RELEASE AGENT TO
CURING TOOL SURFACE 0.000009A (L04)

TRANSFER LAYUP TO CURING TOOL 0.000145A 0 .6711  (015)

WHERE:

A = Area of ply, or greatest ply area of stack or layup, in square inches

L = Length of ply strip, in inches

.j



LAYUP C OMPLEXIATY INC REIINTS

ABEND TYPE BEND FACTORS NOTES

STRAIGHT BENDS

SHARP, MALE O.OOOO7Lb (Bi)

SHARP, FEMALE 0.00016Lb (B2)

RADIAL, MALE 0.00007Lb WHEN R ~.2" (B3a)

Nn) FACTOR APPLIED WHEN R > 2" (B3b)

RADIAL, FEMALE O.0O0l6Lb WHEN R s211 (B4a)

[OOO47 13  ]LI When R 2"1 (B4b)

CURVED BENDS

TAPE

STRETCH FLANGE [0.015R 3 F74 ]6 Lb (B5)

V ~SHRINK FLANGE EOO6R 7 F'5178Jb(6

WOVEN [0.00444R 0.5958 + 0.0007]L b (B7)

WHERE: Lb Length of bendline
b
R Radius of curvature

F =Flange Width

NOTE: The additional increment of runtimne is added as follows:

Ply-On-Ply/Direct-On-Tool ML) -(L6) Ply Deposition

Ply-On-Ply/Pre-Plying (L12) Transfer Stack to
Layup Tool

Ply-On-Mylar/Direct-On-Tool (Lll) Transfer Ply to
Layup Tool

Ply-On-Mylar/Pre-Plying (L2) Transfer stack to
Layup Tool

29



SUPPLMENARYAYUP OPERATIONS

DETAIL ELEMENTS SETUP RUNTIME

DEBULKING

DISPOSABLE BAG 0.02 0.00175A06 1  (0~6)

REUSABLE BAG 0.02 0.000557A 08 ' L7

TRIMMING 0.00011W (018)

W4HERE:

A = Area of layup, in square inches

P - Perimeter of layup, in inches

30
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2.1.2 AL.UMINU 1NILCOM COIC PEPAATIONr

Almi num honcycoA) core preparation involves all the operations required
to txansform the raw stock to its final dimensional specifications. These
operations include: sawing, machining, forming, and stabilization. Standards

for core operations were derived from Northrop's long experience with honey-

comb core, and have been continually updated to incorporate new processing
methods, tools, eqipent, etc. The detail standards for each operation are

discussed below.

L

2.1.2.1 SAWING

This opration is required to saw appropriate part configuration out of

vendor supplied standard size raw stock. This procedure is accomplished by

placing raw stock on the band or radial arm saw, position and saw it to re-

quirWd dimensional specifications.'II

3'
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N
2.1.2.2 MAQ-INING

poLYGLYCOL APPLICATIONIS: Polyglycol is a chemical ccmipound which is

applied to the cells of the aluminum honeyccm*b core to hold it rigidly in

the tool fixture, and to prevent the collapsing or crushing of the calls

during the various machining operations. Solid chips of polyglycol are

melted, and then poured into the core which ispositioned on a heated chuck

plate or tool fixture. After all machining operations are completed, poly-

g1Yci01 is reMwed from the core cells by immersion in a hot water bath.
1he graph in Figure 19 represents the standard hours to fill and remove the

polyglycol.

0.200
STPTIME

LU0.180 00
LU0.160

LU 0.140
C-

0 o.100

S0,080

00

n0.040 ___

0.2

0 100 200 300 400 E00 600 700 800 900 1000

A AREA OF CORE IN SQUARE INCHES

imni, 19. sTANm\Rs EQumaT]1 rPOR POLYGLYCOL APPL]CATION
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MACHINING: Machining operations are perford to bring core into its

final din-onsional specifications. There are nun--rous ways of ma~chining core.

Those H lyMin this program include: fl at and con tour mra.chininq, end mill

are discussed below~.

to load and unload the core is expressed as:

H=0.002657A .05 (N1)

H = Runtimfe hours per part

A =Core area in square inches

Flat ma~chining is the process of imachining the exposed surface of the
alumnum ore arallel to the machine bed, the standards eqution for this

operation define total runtime in terms of the maximum width and

average length of the cut, (utilizing a 3" cutter) and the cut-

ting rate. To determine t~he machine time the following forvula
is used:

H(115
l.5(L + 6) (.0002)

WhERE:

H = Runtimc hours per part

W = Maximuii surface width, in inches

L = Average length of pass, in inches

6 = Overrun of 3" at each end of pass

0.0002 =Cutting tim per lineal inch

Setup time =0.050 Hlour

Total runtinm hours is obtained by sufnLuing: the results of the machine

tirv~ and hi-rid]incj tirno equations.

34
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Contour machining is the process by which the exposed core surface is

machined to a contour as exhibited in Figure 20. The cutter makes passes

along the percent line of the part following the contour established by the

guide bars of ';he machine. The depth of the cut for this operation is .250
inch per pass with a 1" valve cutter. The standards for this operation are
a function of the surface contour width, average length, and the cutting rate.
This standard applies to both rough and finish cuts.

CORE BEFORE,!' MACHINING,,

CONTOUR

FIGURE 20. CO??I' UR MACHINED CORE

To determine the machine tire for contour cuts, the following formula

is used.

H = 4W (L + 6)(.00005) (H6)

WHERE:

H = Runtime hours per part

W = Maximm surface contour width, in inches

L = Average length of pass, in inches

6 = Overrun of 3" at each end of pass

0.00005 = Cutting rate per lineal inch
Totl runtim hours is obtained by sunrning the results of the mchine

time and handling tim equations.
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EN'D MILL MACHINING: The use of an end mill allows many different types

of machine operations to be performed. A step cut is made perpendicular to

the core surface, whereas a scarf cut 1's angular. Blending is the process

of machining the mated surfac'-s of core and structural memers (see Figure 21).

The standards for these operations are depencient on the width and length of

the cut to he made.

To determine the machine time the following formula is used:

STEP AND SCAR~F

i= 0.0006L, for cutting width 51 inch (HW)

H = 0.0006A, for cutting width > 1 inch (H18)

BfLEND=U

H = 0.0009L (H19)

IMRE:

H = Runtime hours per cut

L = Length of cut, in inches
A = Area of cut, in square inches

Setup time is 0.11 Hour.

Total runtime is obtained by suruing the results of the machine time

adhaindling time equations.

KftW - WIDTH OF cur

END MILLED STEP END MILLED BLEND

FIGuRL 21. am miuL Cuml' oF cORE
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CORE CWtXTS: This operation is used when holes or slots are required in

the core. This is acccmplished after the polyglycol has been removed and the

ahudinum core is free of the fixture. Cutouts are made using hand tools and

guided by a template.

To determine the runtine the following formula is used:

H = .0120N (HlO)

WHRE:

H = Standard runtive hours

N = Number of cutouts

Setup time 0.01 Hour.

.1
J
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2.1.2.3 M-TIVIING

rorming is the process of bex&ing the core to desired contour. It may
be acconplished by hand or powr brake.

HAND FORiLTNG This is the method of shaping the core against contoured
tools utilizing rubber rollers. Gradual contours and curvatures are forT,-ed

using this method. The equation for hand forming of the core, shown graphi-
cally in Figure 22 relates runtime hours to core area.

H O.~~~~~~035~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0.030 SETUP --

U0.02- -

0.025

z H =0.000008 A 1.0 (Hll)D 0.010 -

0.05 - ..... ...

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

A = CORE AREA IN SQUARE INCI'4ES

FIGURE 22. WANWRiS EQUATICI FOR IWN FORMING CORE
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POMR I3RA.K For lNG: If a sharp radius or ccrpound contours are required,

then a pcwer braike is used to form the alumintn core. In order to prevent
the crushing or damaging of the core cells curing this operation, the core

is placed betklen two altmdnum sheets before the core is hit by the power

brake.

he standards for the brake forming operation (Figure 23) represents an
operating time (includes handling of core) per part. Tbr varying cell sizes,

additional increments of brake forming time are to be added, per inch of

radius of curvature.

Setup Time = 0.15 Hour, if die length !__ 5 feet

= 0.19 Hour, if die length > 6 feet

Add 0.12 Hour per die change

Add 0.03 Hour per die reposition

0.014 - -|

0.012

L.)

L 0.010

U- w

! H = 0,000 0 "52 8

0.00-

0

0.006 --

MH12)

0.002 -- .-- - -

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
L * LENGTH OF PIECE IN INCHES

FIGURE 23. STANDAMPJS laUATION FOR 13TWKE IOJ4iNG CO.
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Additional incremental brake forming runtime:

H = 0.0091R, if C = 0.1250 (Hl2a)

H = 0.0065R, if C =0.1875 (Hl2b)
H =0.0052R, if C = 0.2500 %$12c)

HH - 0.0039R, if C = 0.3125 (Hl2d)

WHERE:

H = Runtime hour incrmnt per part

R = Radius of curvature, in inches

C = Cell size, in inches

To~tal runtim hours are obtained by adding the operating tuhe and the
additional incremental brake forming time.

2.1.2.4 STABILIZATION

F Stabilization is the strengthening of localized areas of honeycomnb core
*by filling the cells with chemical agents. The two methods of stabilization

are liquid potting and tape foaming. Potting is acccinplished by pouring

liquid into the core cells. The standards for liquid potting encaxlpasses

the time to obtain ingredients, weigh and mix, positioning of the core, and

Ut e pourJ and brushing of the potting liquid into the cells. The liquid

pa~tting standards equation is as follows:

H =0.0105V (H13)

H = Standard runt ime hours per part
V = VI, of area to be potted, in cubic inches

Setur Tire =0. 05 Hour

40
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Tape foaming is the process by which a tape adhesive is pressed into the
core cells from both sides, until the area is filled. The standard for tape

foning represents the time to obtain tape, cut to required length and width

and position tape on core. leat is then applied to soften the tape prior to

pressing into the core cells. Tape foaming standards equation is as follows:

1 = 0.0257V (H4)

' WHERE:

H = Standard runtime hours per part

V = Volume of area to be foamed, in cubic inches

Setup Time = 0.05 flour.

2.1.2.5 CL.ANING

After the core has been machined and forned, it is cleaned by immersion
in a chemical bath. The standards equation for cleaning covers the tine to

immerse and remove the core in the bath.

H = 0.00046V0 " (H15)

WHERE:

H = Standard rnutime hours per part

V = Volume of core, in cubic inches

Setup Time = 0.05 Hour.
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2,1.2.5 SUMMARY OF CORE PREPARATION STANDARDS ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

DETAIL ELEMENT SETUP RUNTIME

SAWING

HANDLING H 0.OO0453A 0 '38 10  (Hi)

SAWING 0.05 H (0.000663T' 42 30 )L (H2)

MACHINING

POLYGLYCOL 0.02 H1 0.0025 7A
0 617 5  (H3)

HANDLING H 0.002657A0 "50 51  (H4)

FLAT 0.50 H = 0.0002(W/1.5)(L+ 6) (H5)

CONTOUR 0.60 H = 0.00005(4W)(L + 6) (H6)

END MILL STEP 0.11 H = 0.O006WL (H7)

END MILL SCARF 0.11 H = 0.O006WL (H8)

END MILL BLEND 0.11 H = 0.0009L (H9)

CUTOUT 0.01 It = 0.0120(N) (HIO)

FORMING 
I

HAND 0.05 H = 0.000008A (HIl)

POWER BRAKE 
H = 0.O008L0 . 52 6 8  (H12)

SETUP

IF DIE LENGTH < 6 FT. 0.15

IF DIE LENGTH > 6 FT. 0.19

PER DIE CHANGE 0.12

PER DIE REPOSITION 0.03 
-'

INCREMENTS

IF C 0.1250 IN. H 0.0091R (Hl2a)

IF C 0.1875 IN. H = 0.0065R (Hl2b)

IF C 0.2500 IN. H= 0.0052R

IF C-<- 0.3125 IN. H = 0.0039R (Hl2d)

LIQUID POTTING 0.05 H = O.O105V (H 13)

TAPE FOAMING 0.05 H = 0.0257V (H14)

CLEANING 0.05 H = 0.00046V 0 '4257  (HI5)

WHERE:

A Core area in square inches N= Number of cutouts

Core thicknessin inches R Radius of curvature formed,

L Length of cAt, -in inches in inches

L14 Maximum width of cut, in inches C Cell size, in inches
V Volume to be potted or foamed,

in -inches
4Z



2.1.3 PAR CONSOLIDATION j
Part consolidation refers to the processes involved in joining detail

elements and/or curing composite material. The joining operations include

splicing and bonding. The curing processes include vacuum bag/autoclave

cure, vacuum bag/oven cure, and thermal expaision rrolding.

2.1.3.1 JOlIING DM AIL ELEMENTS

Two consolidation oi)erations in which an adhesive is used to join detail

elements are splicing and bonding. Splicing is the edgewise joining of two

or more pieces of core. Bonding is the process in which the element surfaces

are adherLQ. The standards equation for applying the adhesive relates run-

time to adhesive application area. in order to complete the consolidation

cycle, the part which results from the joining of elenmnts may be cured using

one of the processes discussed in the following sections (conplete lists of 4

standards eleawnts are presented in the Str.uvry), or it may be cured by heat-

ing with a hand gun. For the latter method, a standards equation has been

developed for handling time which represents time to gather details, prefit,

assmble the details after adhesive application, and apply heat. Total run-

time is the sum of the handling and adhesive application equations.

HANDLING (Cl)

H = 0.0015A
0 6311

ADHES V APPLICATION (C2)

H = 0.00005SAa

H = Ruxtir_ hours per part

A = Core area, in square inches

Aa= Adhesive application area, in square inches

Setup Time 0.05 Hour.
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2.1.3.2 CURING PO CESS

Curing is accomplished through the application of pressure and heat
to advanced composite material. There are several ways of curing, as shown

below.

CURING PROCESSES

PRESSURE HEAT 3ES
Vacuum Bagging &
Autoclave Autoclave Curing over 15 psi

Vacuum Bagging Oven Curing at or below 15 psi

Thernal Expansion
Molds Oven Heat by convection

Thermal Expansion
Molds Heating Element Heat by conduction

The detail elements of each process and their corresponding equations

are presented in the Sum ary.

VACUUM BAG/AUTOCIAVE CURE: Vacuum bagging is thesprccess of applying
full vacuum pressure (15 psi) to layed up advanced ccrposite material. This

process is accomplished by containing the material in a bag and applying
vacuum pressure via a vacuum pump.

Two types of bag material are used: A sprsable bags and reusable bags.

Disposable bags are material that need to be veplaced after every curing opera-

tion. Disposable bags are sealed to the curing tool by the application of
zinc chromate sealing tape along the bag periphery. Reusable 'ags are made

of silicone or butyl rubber and are custom fitted to the part it envelopes.
Sealing to the curing tool is accomplistwA by clamping around the edges.

These bags are initially more expensive than disposable bags, but are cost
competitive in the long run because they are reusable and repairable.

ji"
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Vke advanced ooi~osite materials are to be cured at pressures higher
than that providee by vacuum bagging (15 psi), an autoclave is used. The
autoclave provides the additional pressure as well as temperature required to

cure a ctiposite part.

VACU U BAG/OVEN CUME: When comsite material is to be cured at vacuum

bag pressure (15 psi), the bagged material is heated in an oven (a vessel

that provides heat by convection). The bagging procedures for oven curing

are similar to bagging for autoclave cure.

71H IAL EXPANSION MLDING: An alternative to vacuum bagging is the use

of thermal expansion molds (elastameric tools). Thermal expansion molding

is the process of curing advanced composite material by the application of

heat to encased expandable rubber molds that contain the layed up material.

Heat is transferred to the mold cage (and to the omposite material) by

convection in an oven or b. conduction from a heating element. The rubber

molds expand as heat is absorbed. This expansion causes the required pres-

sure to be applied on the material.
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2.1.33 SUMMARY OF PART CONSOLIDATION STANDARDS ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

-PL ICING8BO-NDING

DETAIL ELEMENT SETUP RUNTIME

APPLY ADHESIVE 0.05 0.000055A (Cl)
a

HANDLING 0.0015A' 6 3 1 1  (C2)

WHERE:

Aa = Adhesive application area, in square inches

A = Part area, in square inches

NOTE: These standards are applicable only if the adhesive which joins the

detail elements is cured by applying heat with a hand gun.

J
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VACUUI BAG/AUTOCLAVE CURE

APPLICATION
DETAIL ELEMENI SETUP RUNTIME DISP. REUS.

SETUP 0.07

GATHER DETAILS, PREFIT,
DISASSEMBLE AND CLEAN 0.001326 (A0 5 52) X X (V)

APPLY ADHESIVE 0.000055[Aa] X X (V2)
ASSEMBLE DETAIL PARTS 0.000145 (A0.6 7 11) X X (V3)
APPLY POROUS SEPARATOR
FILM O.O0000 9Ab X X (V4)
APPLY BLEEDER PLIES 0.00002A X X (V5)r
APPLY NON-POROUS
SEPARATOR FILM 0. OOOO09Ab  X X (V6)
APPLY VENT CLOTH O.O0002Ab X X (V7)
INSTALL VACUUM FITTINGS O.OO6 2Nf X (V8)
INSTALL THERMOCOUPLES O.O162Nf X X V9)
APPLY SEAL STRIPS 0.00016Pb  X (VIO)
APPLY DISPOSABLE BAG O.O0000 6Ab X (Vii)
APPLY RUBBER BAG O.O00015Ab X (V2)
SEAL EDGES 0.00054P X (V13)
CLAMP EDGES 0.00023Pb  X (V14)

CONNECT VACUUM LINES &
APPLY VACUUM 0.0061 X X (Vi5)
SMOOTH DOWN O.O0000 6Ab  X X (V16)

CHECK SEALS 0.000017P X X (V17)
DISCONNECT VACUUM LINES 0.0031 X X (V18)
CHECK AUTOCLAVE INTERIOR 0.0300 (Al)
LOAD LAYUP IN TRAY 0.000145A 0 67 11  

(A2)
ROLL TRAY IN 0.0250 (A3)
CONNECT T1IERMOCOUPLE LEADS O.O092Nf (A4)
CONNECT VACUUIM LINES AND APPLY
VACCUM PRESSURE O.O0 6lNf (A5)
CHECK BAG, SEAL & FITIINGS [O.O00006A+ O0O27Pb +0.O088Nf] (A6)
CLOSE AUTOCLAVE 0.0192 (A7)
SET RECORDERS 0.0560 (A8)
START CURE CYCLE

I
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APPLICATION
DETAIL ELEMENT SETUP RUNTIME DISP. REUS.

CYCLE CHECK 0.0800 (A9)

SHUT DOWN 0.00332 (AlO)

REMOVE CHARTS 0.00332 (All)

OPEN AUTOCLAVE DOOR 0.0192 (A12)

DISCONNECT THERMOCOUPLE
LEADS O.0035Nf (A13)

DISCONNECT VACUUM LINES O.O0 3 lNf (Al4)

ROLL TRAY OUT OF AUTOCLAVE 0.0120 (AlS)

REMOVE LAYUP FROM TRAY COO45A0 671 1  (A16)

RELEASE CLAMPS 0 .00 00 7Pb X (V19)

REMOVE DISPOSABLE BAG O.O0000 8Ab x (V20

REMOVE REUSABLE BAG O.O0000 3Ab X (V21)

REMOVE THERMOCOUPLES O.OO9 5Nf X X (V22)

REMOVE VACUUM FITTINGS 0.0029,1f X (V23)

REMOVE VENT CLOTH O.O0000 7Ab X x (V24)

REMOVE NON-POROUS SEPARATOR
FILM O.O0000 7Ab X X (V25)

REMOVE BLEEDER PLIES O.O0000 7Ab x x (V26)

REMOVE POROUS SEPARATOR
FILM O.OCJOC7Ab x X (V27)

ASIDE USED MATERIAL O.O0000 5Ab x x (V28)

REMOVE LAYUP & ASIDE O.O0000 6Ab X X (V29)

CLEAN TOOL O.O00006Ab x x (V30)
Vb

WHERE:

A = Area of detail part to be consolidated, in square inches
A = Area of surface where adhesive is applied, in square irches
A = Bagging area, in square inches
Ar: Area of resin bleeder plies

= ,rea of composite material used divided by ply to bleeder ratio,
in square inches

Nf = Number of vacuum fittings = 1, if Ab 432 square inches
2, if A , 432 square inches

= Perimeterof bag to be sealed or clanpd, in inches

NOTES:
1. (VI) - (V3) are applicable if two or more component detail parts are

to be joined together in one cure cycle
2. (V4) - (V5) and (V26) - (V27) are applicable if resin bleeding.
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VACUUi BAG/OVEQJ CURE

DETAIL. ELEMENT SETUP RU;NTIrIE

SETUP 0.05

SEE VACUUI BAG/AUTOCLAVE CURE FOR ELEIEITS (VI) - (V18)

CHECK OVEN INTERIOR 0.0300 (01)

LOAD LAYUP INTO OVEN 0D00114Ab0 8586  (02)

CONNECT VACUUI LIIES AID
APPLY VACUU:I PRESSURE O.O061Nf (03)

CONNECT THERMOCOUPLE LEADS O.O092Nf (04)

CHECK FOR LEAKS [O.OOOOOGAb + .00044Pb + 0.0088 Nv] (05)

CLOSE OVEN 0.0192 (06)

SET RECORDER 0.0140 (07)

START CYCLE

CYCLE CHECK 0.0800 (08)

SHUT DOWN AFTER CURE 0.00083 (09)

REMOVE CHARTS 0.00083 (010)

OPEN OVEN 0.0192 '011)

DISCONNECT THERMOCOUPLE
LEADER O.O035Nf (012)

DISCONNECT VACUUM LINES O.O031Nf (013)0. 8586
REMOVE PART FROM OVEN OO0011 A (014)

SEE VACUUM BAG/AUTOCLAVE CURE FOR ELEMENTS (V19) - (V30)

WHERE:

Ab Bagging area, in square inches

Nf = Number of vacuum fittings

P b =Sealing/clamping perimeter, in inches
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THERMAL EXPANSION MOLDING

, DETAIL ELEMENT SETUP RUNTIME

SETUP O.O2

CLEAN MOLD CAGE O.O008A (Xl)

APPLY RELEASE AGENT 0.O013A (X2)m
ASSEMBLE LAYUPS INTO CAGE (0.0237 (A0 6 08 3  + 0.0016 (X3)

APPLY HEAT:

a. OVEN: 0.05 SEE VACUUM BAG/OVEN CURE ELEMENTS (01) - (014)

b. HEATING ELEMENT: 0.43 0.00264 (A0 '3207) (X4)
06711 +0.023 (5

REMOVE PART FROM TOOL [0.000145 (A0  0.000253 (X5)

ASIDE PARTS 0.000043 A0 '5985)

WHERE:

Am = External surface area of mold cage, in square inches

A = Area of component detail part to be consolidated, in square inches

I
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2. 1.4 FINISHING OPERATIONS

Finishing includes all operations performed on a cured ccmposite part to

bring it to final dimensional specifications. Finishing operations have been

grouped into two parts: trimming operations and hole preparation.

Trimming is the final sizing of a cured conposite part. Several tech-

niques are used in trimming depending on part size, thickness, amount of

cured material to be trinTnved, equipment available, tool geometry, etc. The

techniques analyzed in this program include: routing, sawing, and sanding.

The basic difference between each of these techniques lies in the tool used.

Hole operations are performed as required by specifications. In addi-

tion to basic drilling and hole punching, other additional operations are

sometimes required. These include: reaming, counterboring, countersinking,

and hole sawing.

Standards equations for each of the finishing operations are discussed

in this section. Total operating time requires the addition of handling timi

to account for part handling, and if fixtures, templates, inserts, or clamps

are used. The handling time equations, as ell as each of the equations for

net trim and hole operations are presented in the Su'mary of Finishing

Standards.
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2.1.4.1 NET TRIM OPERATION4S

ROUrING: Routing is a process of removing material using high speed cut-

ters guided by templates or block providing a cutting pattern. Routing is
generally per formed for edge trimming or cutouts, and my be accomnpl ished by

* hand or by machine.

-z-1 routing uses a portable tool (hand router) provided with guide

rollers, bars, or straps which bear against a guide on a tool by hand pressure.

The standards for hand routing are illustrated in Figure 24 and relate the

routing rate with the thickness of the cured ccmposite part being routed.

Total runtime hours is obtained by multiplying the results of this equation

by the length of cut. Setup tinre is 0.05 hour.

0.0046,-- ~-

0.0040 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ISETUP TIMEI

z0.0030 - - - - - - - - - -

~ 0020 0H =0.00666T
0 2 9  .T 3 (Fl)

0.100 0.15

T TH4ICKNESS OF MATERIAL

Mum 4.STAUOAPRDS MUATTON FOR ILIMfl RI~lIG
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Machine routing uses a floor mounted machine with a high speed cutter
mounted in a spindle above the work table. The routing pattern is determined

by a pin and template. The cutter and pin remain stationaiy and concentric,
while only the part (attached to the template with pattern) is moved. The

standard runtime to machine rout is defined by the equation:

H = 0.0015L, (F2)

H = Standard runtime hours per part

L = Router course length, in inches

Setup Time = 0.05 Hour

HA
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SAWIG: When a substantial amount of ccmposite material is to be remoxved,

sawing operations are usually perfoiiwd. Sawing may be done by hand or by

machine guided by lines, guide bars, templates or fixtures. The sawing opera-

tions analyzed in this study are applicable only to straight cuts.

Hand sawing is p.r orrmed with a pneumatic tool equipped with a 2" - 311

diamond abrasive wW...:.* -i e tandard runtime ecaiation for this operation is

presented iim Figure 25 t(uy* r curve) and relates the sawingr runtimre rate to

the thickness of che mateial to be sawed. Total sawing time is obtained by

MUltiplY.Lng the results of this 07dation by the length of the cut. Setup

tim is 0.02 hour.

Machine sawing uses a radial saw (radial arm) equiprxx] with a carborun-
dum abrasive wheel. The standard runtinre equation for this operation is like-

wise presented in Figure 25 (lower curve) . Setup time is 0. 05 hour.

S0.0020 __ ____

W
Z 01 H 0.00467 0 6 6 2 4  (P3)

-j

CL 0.0015

WU 0.0010 __

0000500

0 0.05 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0,300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500

T -MATE RIAL THICKNESS IN INCHES

FIC7JP1 25. SA1rN:x3 DDUATIONJS FOR SAWING
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SANDING: Sanding is a final sizing process used to smooth rough edges,

resin flashings and frayed areas. There were three nmthods of sanding studied

in this program: hand sanding, portable tool sanding and machine sanding. F

lD SANDING is perfomed solely for deburring or cleaning edges where

a small amount of material is to be removed. Wet or dry sandpaper is used

for this operation. The standard runtime equation for hand sanding is:

H = 0.0005L (F5)

IWHERE:

H = Standard runtime hours per part

L = Sanding lenigth, in inches

Setup Time = 0.02 Hour

PORTABLE IOL SANDING is acccmplishei with a pneumatic disc sander

guided by a scribe. line or tomilate. This operation is used for large or odd

snapei parts t.hat cannot be acoomodated on a machine sander. Portable tool

sanding runtime is a function of both the thickness of the material and the

length of the edge to be sanded as shown below:

H (0..0012T)L (F6)

MERE:

H Standard runtime hour per part

T = Thickness of material, in inches

1. =lngth to be sauded, in inches

Setup Time = 0.02 Hour
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MACHINE S ANING is required when large amounts of material are to be

removed, but not enought to permit the excess to be sawed. The machine ana-

lyzed in this program is a bridge port mill with a drum coated abrasive band

fitted on a precision mandrel.

The maximum amount of material removed per pass is 0.0703 square inch

with the depth of feed limited to 0.25 inch per pass. The standard

runtime equation for this operation is"

H = (0.000046L) P (F7)

MHERE:

H = Standard runtime hours per part

L = Length of each pass, in inches

P = Number of passes

= Depth of Cut x Thickness

0.0703 (rounded to the next higher number)

Setup Time = 0.25 Hour

2.1.4.2 HOLE OPERATIONS

DRILLING: This is the process by which holes are produced in a part using

a drill ntor which imparts rotary notion to the carbide drill bit that is

forced against the part. This operation is used extensiNely in the airframe

industry to provide a meaws of assembling canponent parts with fasteners.

Equations have been developed for drilling operations and the handling time

associated wit-11 t1he operation. The equation for drilling represents decimal

hours per hole and is a function of diameter and depth of the hole. The

machine rtuitiae encompasses the drill time to approach, penetrate to required

depth, retraction and aside part. If more than one hole is to be drilled, a
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repositioning t eim will be required for each new hole. This time is incor-

porated in the drilling standard equation. The drilling standards apply to

controlled feed and speed machines such as the Quackenbusch and Tornutie

System installed on a drill press. A nomograph representing the standards

equation is presented in rigure 26 below. The nomograph has been prepared

to provide a convenient means of manual estimating. Total runtime is obtain-

ed by multiplying the results of this equation by the gauantity of holes

drilled.

i1

0. 3370 0.4562
H 0.01693D z (F8)

1.000 1.

0 .5 0 0 0 ' n . o0 1 0 0o 5

0.3750, .0.0075

0.25001. 1 .050

0. ,875 1 40.2

~ 0 150 \.00350.1250 
.U\

o _jO 

0025° 1 io.0020

0. 0015

H RUJNTIME HOURS PER HOLE

FIGURE 26. M' GXRAPH OF STANDTMDS ETrUATI N F .R OLE DRII NG
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CourERORING' Counterborbig is the process of enlarging one end 
of a

drilled hole. This enlarged hole is concentric with the original hole 
and is

flat on the bottom. This operation is used primarily if fastener 
heads and/or

nuts are required to be set below the surface. 
The tool used in this operation

is similar to an end mill and is provided with a pilot pin which fits into the

drilled hole to guide the cutting edges. A carbide tool was used in controlled

speed and feed machines to develop the standards for counterboring on cured

parts in this program. The resultant equation represents the runtime 
per hole

as a function of the diameter and depth of the 
counterbored hole. The standards

equation, represented in the nomograph in Figure 27 covers the time to ob-

tain and position the part, cowiterboring, and 
aside part. Total runtime is

obtained by multiplying the results of this equation 
by the quantity of holes

that are counterbored.

SETUP TIME
0.05 HOUR H 0.00514D0.59 66Z 0 27 56  (F9)

1 1,000 1.0 '" 2
1.0 0.

- ..-50C-_

0.250 -J O.-
: 0.2 u

-. 125 
0

It 
0.1

A 0.0625: 0.0005

H = RUNTIME HOURS PER HOLE

FIGURE 27. NOMOGRAPH OF STANDARDS EQUATION FGR COUNTEflBORIN,
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RE7MMhG: Reaming is the operation of enlarging a machined (drilled,
punched, etc.) hole to proper size with a smcoth f inish. A reamer is an

extremely accurate tool and is not desigiied to remove a substantial amrunt

of cured cuip)osite material. A carbide tool hr.ld in a fixture mrounted in

controlled speed and feed machines was used to develop the standards for

reaming. The standard equation that was developed represents the machine

runtime~ per hole as a function of the diameter and depth of hole to be

reamied, and is shawn in the ncumograph in Pigure 28 . Total runtirm is ob-

tained by multiplying the results of this equation by the quantity of hbles

reamed. Setup time~ is 0.05 hour.

1.5HOUR 0 = .11D 2747Z0.8338
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CCXJNTRSINKING: Countersinking is required if the top of a drilled hole

is beveled to acca-cdate the conical seat of a flat head screw in order to have

the head of the screw flush with the s~urface. A carbide tool held in a spindle

mocunted in controlled speed and feed machines was used to develop the stand-

dards for cotuntersinking in this program. This operation is generally per-

formed as a part of the drilling operation cycle. The standards equation
that was developed represents the machine runtimne per hole as a function of

the drilled hole size, and is graphically illustrated in Figure 29. Tobtal
runtimne is obtained by miultiplying the results of this equation by the cluan-
tity of holes ciountersinked. Setup tie is 0.1)5 hour.

0.0036 .5

000

0

CC H0.00200 07 5 0 (F

IEn 0 .7250 075

0 n,00 H-.040

0
D -IAMTEROF HOLE IN INCHES

rIGUIE 29. STAN4DARDS' 13(UATI.CN FOR COUMPrESTNKMN
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HOLE PUNCHING: Hole punching is an alternative to drilling and is

e' ecially adaptable to thin parts. This operation can also be used to

establish pilot holes for routers cutout operations. The standards for
this operation reflect the tirre to place part on the machine bed, select
the correct punch size (by rotating punch magazine) and punch holes. The

standards equation for hole punching is as follows:

H = 0.0036(N) (F12)
WERE:

H = Runtime hours per part

N = Number of holes punched

Setup time is 0.05 hour

HOIE SAVING: When a hole is too large to be cut by a standard size
drill, hole sawing operations are performed. The tool used in this operation
is a circular metal band with saw teeth on the edge with either a drill or
pilot pin concentric with the saw band in the center of the tool. The tool
is held in a spindle or chuck in either a portable or stationary drill motor.

The standards equation developed for hole sawing reflect the use of a saw
with a pilot pin and includes the drilling of a pilot hole. 7he equation is
graphically ilbtrated in Figure 30. otal runtime hours is obtained by
nultiplyina the results of the equation by the -antity of holes sawed.
Setup tine is 0.05 hour.
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2... UMR OF FINISHING STANDARDS ESTIMATINGRELATIONSHIPS

NE RMOPERATIONS

HADROUTING 0.05 (0.00666T09  )L (Fl)

MCIEROUTI1NG 0.20 0.0015L (F2)

HADSA41IG 0.02 (0.0046T 6 2 )L (F3)

MCIESAWING 0.05 (0.0022TO674 )L (F4)

HADSANDING 0.02 0.0005L (F5)

POTBETOOL SANDING 0.02 (O.OO12T)L (F6)

MCIESNIG0.25 (0.00046L)P (F7)

HOLE OPERATIONS
DRILLING 0.05 (0.01693D0 3 0 z +.52 0.0006)Q (F8)

COUNTERBORING 0.05 (0.00514D056 z +.76 0.0006)Q (F9)

REAMING 0.05 (0.0121807247 z +.38 0.0006)Q (FlO)

COUNTERSINKING 0.05 (0.00450D075 + 0.0006)Q (Fil)

VHOLE PUNCHING 0.05 (0.0036)Q (F12)

HOLE SAWING 0.05 (0.01293 z 1.10151 + 0.0006)Q (F13)

HANDLING TIME

L PART HANDLING 0.000145A06 1  (F14)

FIXTURE - INTERNAL 0.00414A0 3 6  (F15)

-EXTERNAL 0.00777A0 2 9  (F16)
TEMPLATE 0.000107A (F17)

CLAMPS 0.000322C(F)

INSERTS 0.0007Q (1719)

WHERE:

T =Average material thickness, in inches
L =Trim length, -in inches
P = Number of passes
0 =Hole diameter, in inches
Z =Hole depth, in inches
Q =Quantity of holes per part
A = Part area, in square inches
C = Part perimeter, in inches
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2.2 FACMORf LABOR VARIAE

Estimates of direct factory labor hours are developed through the appli-

cation of appropriate variances to the standards at specified production

units. The cal.bulation of variances is part of the computerized systen and

is accomplished using the variance equations developed in this program for

layup, honeycomb core preparation, part consolidation, and finishing. The

discussion below illustrates the procedures for calculating unit, cumulative,

and cumulative average variances for each of the four fabrication orocesss.

LAYUP VARIANCES: The unit variance for layup at a specified unit N is

calculated using the following equation:

VUL =34.03 N for N < 5

The application of these unit variances to layup standards gives the unit

layup hours for any unit N.

Cumulative layup hours for N units is estimated by applying to standards
the corresponding cumulative variances calculated through the following equations:

N
VL= [34.031(i 6 0 3 7 )] for N 5

5 N '

VCL (34.03 . (i 6C37) + (23.24 (1-' 3840)] for N> 6
i=l 6

The cumulative average variances for N units is calculated as follows:

VCL
VCAL N

SYMBOLS: VUL= Unit layup variance
VCL= Cumulative layup variance

VCAL - Cumulative average layup variance
N - Unit number
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Cumulative aveag variance for N units is calculated as follows:
VCAp -

SYMBOLS: VuPc  = Unit part consolidation variance

VCPC = Cumulative part consolidation variance

VCAPC = Cumulative average part consolidation variance

N = Unit number

FINIH.IG VARIAnCES

Unit variance for finishing operations is calculated as follows:

VUF [ [35.19N 6035] for N-< 5

- [23.84N,3813  for N >6

Cumulative variance for N units is calculated as follows:
N

VC = [35.1llf - 6 0 3 5)] for N < 51
5

VCF - [35.19_ (i-. 6 0 3 5 )] + [23.84 (i- 3 81 3 )] for N6
i=l 6

Cu mlative averae variance for N units is calculated as follows:

VCAF N

SYM3OLS: VUF = Unit finishing variance

VCF = Cumulative finishing variance

VCAF  = Cumulative average finishing variance

N =Unit number
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HOrNYCM CORE vARTANaIs: The(- unit variance for honeycarib core operations
at unit N is calculated as follows:

=1.3970 +1549
N

Cumnulative variance for N units is calculated using the equation:

N
=(1 1.397N + 1545

Cumulative average variance is calculated as follows:

V VaOIC
VCFHC- N

SYMBOLS: VUHC Unit honeycailb core varianceI

=Cumulative honeycctnb core variance
Voic

VCAH-C =Cumulative average honeycanb core variance

N =Unit numberJ

PARr CONSOLIDATION VAXIANCIS

The unit variance for the part consolidation operations is calculated as

follows atuntN
- 6044

V [36.48N ifor N 5J
.3860,

=U r25.06N- for N 6

Curiulativez- variance for 1-1 units is calcul.ated as follows:
N -. 6044

V~p =(36.48-(j ) for N - 5
5

= [36.44 38604

VCP 16.4)] + [2 5.0 6~( U 6) for N >, 6
i~l 6
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The variance factors and improvnent curve slopes defined by the above

equations represent allowances that are applied to pure labor to account for t
activities other than the actual operations required to manufacture a part.

These allowances cover coffee breaks, waiting time for tools and materials,

rework, supervision, atten-tion to personal needs, time lost due to fatigue,

and absenteeism, clean up time, etc.

The development of the variance and improvement curve equations were

based on fiberglass and core fabrication data. Fiberglass experience was

selected as a base for developing variances for coaripsite related operations,

i.e., layup, part consolidation, and finishing, because of its close similarity

to composites particularly in methods of fabrication. Variances for each pro-

cess, i.e., actual hours divided by standards were plotted on logarithmic

charts as shown in Figures 31 - 34.

Aalysis of these plots show the distinctive behavior of variance points

in relation to production units, i.e., the initial units. have greater fluctua-

tions about a least squares line and show a much steeper slope cxmnred to the

latter production units. To mre closely simulate these actual experiences

and be sensitive to these observed characteristics, the "dog-leg" approach

was fitted through the initial 10 plot points (representing units 1 through 10)

and then through subsequent points. The two best fit curves were then made

to intersect to determine the break point in the "dog-leg" curve. An alterna-

tive approach that was investigated was the hyperbolic function of the forms

Y = A + B and A + BX . These curves have a shape in the logarithmic grid that

is similar to a logarithmic "dog-leg", i.e., the slope of these curves starts

out steep and gradually flattens out as the number of units increase. Table 1

shows the different curves equation fitted through these points and their

corresponding coefficients of correlation. The "dog-leg" break points are

also indicated. The selected regressions for each fabrication process are

drawn in Figures 31 - 34.
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TABI.Z 1.

VARINCE CURVES

"DOG - LEVI HYBERt3OLIC

117r. P. N
1st Curne 2nd Curve (14- A + B/N A +BU

JAYUP ~603 3-.W~ 32w 3 8 4 0  5.67 5.58 +- -- 19

.Corr.Coeff 83.8% 88.4% 85.7% 59.7%

PAE flS. 3648 6 0 44 .50N3 8 6  58 5.8+34.82 ________

PA~ (M. H M- 5.0N- .58 5.9 + N -. 178 + .148N
corr.Coeff. 84% 88.8% 85.8% 59.7%

F114ISIIING 35.19N -384N 577 3.05 +18.0
.6352.8N 3N -. 348 + .290N

Corr.Coeff 82.4% 85.6% 84.9% 58.9%

CORE 12.69N464 4.35N-*17 12.29 1.397 4 15 + 6N

Corr.Coeff. 99% 95.0% 99% 87.8%
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2.*3 SUPPOR iUCrIONS ESTI.MATING

The Supjport Functions Estimating routine is composed of cost estilmating

relationships (CER's) that provide the user with the capability of estimating

the recurring support functions associated with the fabrication of an advanced

composite part. These estimating relationships cover labor functions as well

as support material cost. The support labor functions include Engineering,

Tooling, ManufacturLig Engineering, Quality Control, and Graphic Services.

The material category refers to the material expended in sipport of recurring

labor functions. The CER's for each of these support functions were developed

from fiberglass production data. However, the user has the option of utilizing

his experience by applying his cx-n factors or equations into the system. In-

structions for making this override are provided in Volunae II - User's Manual.

2.2.1 DEVET-OPMNT OF COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSIIIPS

Cost Estimating Relationships (CER's) are quantitative e~lressions that

relate recurring support labor and material costs to part parameters and other

cost elements. The development of CER's involved the evaluation and analysis

of pertinent data made available through the cost data research activities

undertaken in this program. Northrop was the primary source of data, parti-

cularly its T-38/F-5 production program, R & D and prototype composite pro-

grams, and fiberglass production programs.

The 7-38/F-5 production program provided a very comprehensive set of

data fresn which to develop support function CER's. Relating this metallic$
experience to coposites, however, presented a problem that eventually led to

the search for other dkita.

Pertinent data with respect to support ftuctions was obtained from R & D

and prototype composite prcxjrams. However, the lin-ited scope and nature of
this data made it unsui table for projecting CER' s past the 4th and 5t"-,i pro-

duction unit.
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Northrop's fibercglass experience offered extensive cost data on support
fumctions. Labor costs, particularly, had been tracked accurately and in

sufficient detail to provide this program with a sound base for developing

C R's. The support function CER's developed from this data base are appli-
cable to coiposites because of close similarities in material, manufacturing

processes, and applications.

Northrop's fiberglass production experience provided actual hours (by

unit num,--r) for Factory Labor, Quality Control, Engineering, Tooling, Manu-

facturing Engineering and Graphics Services. (This data is cotpiled in
Volume III of this report). Scatter diagrams of those data weire first plotted
to examine the interrelationships of these cost elements. Least squares lines
were fitted through the plot points of significant relationships. rhe equa-

tions that define these lines are expressions of the proportional relation-

ships betwcen the labor hours of each support function and the factory labor *1
hours. by unit number. Two separate sets of equations v&ere derived! their an-
plication depends upon the estimator's use of loq-.inear imit or log-linear

cumulative average i prov ient curves. These CR's are prcsented in the

following sections.

J
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Recurring fluality tont A1 is the effort required to ensure the confor-

wance to drawings anI specification- of raw material, purchased parts, and
oompany fabricated parts during the manufacturing process.

h CER's for Recurring Quality Control are as follows:

lpg- L Unit ixyvement Curve

UWit Quality Control Labor Hours

QHN-un~t =(0.3542N 0 2285) (i Uit)

Cumulative Quality Cont'.ol Control Labor Hours
N

-( (0. 3542 i.0.2285) (F'U".,m)i=1

Cumuilativc Avera,e Quality Control Labor Hours

QMN-CAu. Ave =("7~N..Crn) I

Log-JInear Cunwlat ive Averacq Inprovonnt Curve

Cumulative Avcrage Qua]ity Control Labor Hours

=CLN-C-, Ave = (0.4243N-0.737) (FLHN-Cum Ave )

Culative Quility Control L ,!or Hours

(0.4243N 0 "173T: (ruL.. n)

Unit r.jality Ccntrol lours

'OCU. -Lhit = (O) --- CUM
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2.3.3 TOOLING

Recurring Tooling Labor consists of the effort required in the repair
and mainteince of tools, periodic tooling cyclrc checks to ensure continuing

dinmensional integrity, design and fabrication of new tools for improving
manufacturing operations, and incorporation of any rec'red ca.[any-generated

design changes.

The CER's for Recurring Tooling are as follows:

Lg-Lbar Unit Iprovaent Curve

Unit Tooling Labor lours

T'1 1N(Unit = 0.6313N-0 4196) (FUstt)

Omilative Tooling Labor Hours

'M . = (0.6313gi - 0.4196) (FUI"L m)
i=1

CmWulative Average Tboling Labor lours

LIn-Liwear Cumilative Averalj Imrovewent Curve

CUmlative Average Tooling Lbor HoursI ~M, Ave = (O.703ON-0 2594) (LN.CN Ave
Cumulatw 'ftlincj Labor Hours

= (0.7030N- 0 .2594) (HN.cm)

Unit 7Wing IW3or Iouzis

~11 1 -Cui --
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2.3.4 M'%VWJACTIRTNG IN W ",,U"NUM""".-

Recurri23 Manufacturing Engaring consists of the effort to improve

the mnufacturing plan to ensure continuing methods iprovement, assistin

in the -'olution of problcim related to the manufacturing operations involved

in the production of the pait and the processing of company generated changes.

The CER's for RecurTing Manufacturing Engineering are as follows:

Log-Linear Unit Improveent Curve ]
Unit Manufacturing Engineering Labor Hours

IEtaANurkit = (.0062N - 4 25 6 ) (tN"nit)

Ouxmlative Manufacturing Engineeiing Labor HoursN

t 'INu m = (l.0062 i-0.4256) (FLUIQNCu)i-I

Cumulative Average Manufacturing Engineering Labor Hours

Ave /n

Ig-Lnear Cumulative Averaqe Improverent Curve

Cufulative Average Manufacturing Engineering Labor Hours

tEN-CLm Ave = (0.7227N-0"1826) ( z Ave )

Cumulative Manufacturing Engineerin, labor Hours

MW"INu = (0.7227N- 0 "1 8 26 ) CN.u )

Unit Manufacturin Engincering L-bor Hours

(M -,,) - (MEIRI (N-i) - )
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2.3.5 ,EGI J.R.TNG i

Recurring Engineering is the effort expended subsequent to the initial

release of the drawings, exclusive of the support for test program, continu-

ing through the duration of the production phase of the program. This effort

consists of liaison and analysis in support of manufacturing and material

procurevent.

The CER's for Recurring Engineering are as follows:

Log-Linear Unit Improvement Curve

Unit Engineering Labor Hours

-0.3713EIHWUnit = (0.3524N ) ( Nunit)

Cumuative Engineering Labor flours

ELHNCLm (0. 3 5 2 4 ~j~ ? (UN.o~

Cumulative Average Egineering Iabor lours

Ave (F.3UNv) N

jo-iear Cumu/lative Average Improvcme-nt Curve

Cmdllative Average Fgin g Lab or H ours

EU Ame - (0. 3540N0  2 223) (n +C m Ave)

Cumulative Engine Labor }ior s
EIJIOJm = (0. 354ON -0 .2223 ) 011~ m

Unit EMn inl-crirx! Laknr, flours

(llf (N-1) -Cum
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2.3.6 GRIPHIC SFRVICES

Recurring Graphic Services supports Engineering and Manufacturing with

activities such as process and control of all engineering design drawings
and data, prepaxation of art, text, and layouts for product-oriented publica-

tions, and reproduction, printing, photographic, and microfilm services.

The CER's for Recurring Graphic Services are as follows:

Log-Linear Unit Improvement Curve

Unit Graphic Services Labor Hours

(0031-o 1840)FN-Unit -(.043 _ -o+Unit)

Cuiulative Graphic Services Labor Hours
N

WIMCzr (0.0432ri-0180 (FLIlW-C=m)

Cumuative Average Graphi c Services Labor flours

u Ave = (GSNC ) IN

I.xj- Anear C nulative Average gnrovcfftnt Curve

cumi iative Average Graphic Services Labor flours

GS-0 29CGSL"N-Cn Ave = (0.0824N 0 2 9) (FuIn Ave)

Cumulative Graphi c Services Labor flours

GSR = (0.0824N- 0 2 2 9 8 ) (FN.C ) i

tUit Graphic Services Labor flours

(B NUnut = NC m)- (GSu (N-1)-C,,.
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2.3.7 SUPPOR' MATERIAL

Support Material consists of raw material, purchased parts, equipmnt

standard parts, and process material required to support the fabrication of

caqrosite parts. This category covers tooling, engineering and allocated

material, and includes such items as vacuum film, Osnaburg cloth, thermo-

couple wire, teflon, potting caopounds, and adhesive agents.

The CER for Recurring Support Material is as follows:

SM$ = 0.30 (DM$)

WHERE:

SM$ = Support Material Dollars

DM$ = Direct Material Dollars

2.3.8 - ?NUFACTRI=NG ALTa.'JANK.

acturing Allowance accounts for the cost of rework and scrap ma-

terial experienced in the production environment.

7ae CFE, for Manufacturing Allowance is as follows:

M$= (0.02FUL) + (SCRAP$)

WHERE:

M = Manufacturing Allowance

FL$ = Factory labor Dollars

SCRAP$ = Scrap Material Dollars
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